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WELD-ON SOLVENT CEMENTS AND PRIMERS ACCESSORIES
Roll-A-Weld Rollers and Swabs

SuperSwab™

A sturdy easy-to-grip 4” swab for pipe diameter from 
4” through 8”. Adjustable length and dual cap design 
that fits quart and gallon containers. The swab tip is 
disposable and swab handle is reusable.  
Patent No. 8747004
Individual Pack (#14108),  Bulk Pack (#14111), 
Replacement Swab Tip (#14109), 
Replacement Swab Tip Bulk Pack (#14112)

7020
Jumbo Roll-A-Weld 7” roller for pipe diameters of 6” or 
larger; fits MT-648 gallon can and cements available in 
wide mouth cans. (#10008)
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4020
4” swab for pipe diameters of 6” or larger; fits  
MT-648 empty gallon can and cements available 
in wide mouth cans. (#10009)

3020
Roll-A-Weld 3” roller for pipe diameters from 3” 
through 6”; fits MT-653 empty quart triple tight  
neck can. (#10007)

5020
4” swab for pipe diameters from 3” through 
8”; fits standard quart can as well as MT-651 
empty quart can. (#12071)

6020
Roll-A-Weld 4” roller for pipe diameters from 3” 
through 8”; fits standard quart can as well as 
MT-651 empty quart can. (#11957)

8020
4” cotton swab with wire handle for use on 
pipe diameter 6” or larger. (#13360)

Daubers and Brush

SuperDauber™
Fully adjustable, telescopic stem that fits quart, pint 
and ½ pint cans. Easy grip, ribbed handle allows 
better dauber control. Shed-resistant dauber material 
is better for smooth, full application of cement or 
primer. Available in ¾” (#10832) and 1¼” (#10833) 
dauber sizes. 

Cap Daubers
DH Daubers fit ¼ pint & ½ pint cans; DP daubers 
fit ½ pint & pint cans; DQ daubers fit quart cans. 
Available in 3/8”, ½”, ¾”, and 1½” dauber sizes.

AVAILABLE SIZES
DH-38 (#13199) DP-50 (#10003) DP-75  (#10004)
DP-150 (#10005) DQ-50 (#11831) DQ-75 (#12429)
DQ-150 (#10006)

PB-1
Plastic handle brush. 
Fits standard pint and quart cans. (#12121)

CST-36 Cable Saw
36” cable saw with T-Handle for cutting plastic 
pipe through 8” diameters. (#12739)

Easy Twist™

The Easy Twist™ is ergonomically designed to easily 
open the can in a simple twist without damaging the 
cap. When closing the can, the Easy Twist™ helps tighten 
and seal the cap with extra torque preventing solvent 
cements or primers from drying out.  (#14550 8-pack)
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Can-Tote Cement & Primer Carrier
For carrying quart and pint cans. 
 6 pack (#14147)
 24 pack  (#12891)

Empty Metal Cans  
(Caps not available for sale. Daubers sold separately.)

AVAILABLE SIZES
MT-648 Gallon can with 27/8” neck (#10010)
MT-651 Quart can with 1¾” neck (#10012)
MT-653 Quart can with  
 triple tight neck (paint style) (#10014)
MT-654 Pint can with 1¾” neck (#10015)

Professional Hand Cleaner Wipes
Advanced hand cleaner disposable wipes  
for removing residual solvent cements  
(PVC, CPVC, ABS), primers & sealants.  
Also removes dirt, oil, grease and much more.

(#12762)

DEB-2 Deburring Tool
For PVC, CPVC, ABS, PE & PB pipe 
from ½” through 2” IPS. (#12079)

Mounted Power Beveling Tool
For beveling the ends of small diameter plastic 
pipe (PVC, CPVC, ABS). Nominal pipe sizes 
½” CTS - 3” IPS. (#12863)

Pipe and Fitting Pullers
For installation of large diameter plastic pipe 
and fittings (PVC, CPVC, ABS). Available for 
pipe and fittings sizes 4” - 12” diameter (#12816) 
and 14” - 20” diameter (#12815). Lightweight, 
durable and can easily be operated by one person.
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